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Background:  Invasive coronary angiography (CCA) is often performed for surveillance after left main coronary (LM) stenting to detect in-stent 
restenosis (ISR). In this study, we sought to determine the clinical utility of non-invasive multi detector computed tomography (MSCT) for detection of 
ISR after LM stenting.
Method: All patients undergoing LM stenting from 2006 to 2010 and scheduled for CCA were screened. Patients with allergy to contrast media, 
renal insufficiency and atrial arrhythmias were excluded. Consenting patients underwent CCA and MSCT within a 30 day period by standard protocol. 
Qualitative and quantitative analysis of CCA and MSCT were completed in a blinded manner. True negative and true positive ISR were defined by 
quantitative angiography (QCA) of stenosis <50% and ≥50% respectively. False negative and false positive ISR were defined by MSCT stenosis <50%, 
but CCA stenosis ≥50% and MSCT stenosis ≥50% but CCA stenosis < 50% respectively.
Results:  40 patients were included in the study. 2 (5%) MSCT could not be analyzed adequately due to poor image quality. The results of MSCT 
analysis are summarized in table for all patients and stratified for simple and complex bifurcation stenting. 
Variable All Patients Simple stenting Bifurcation stenting
Total patients 38 28 10
True negative 28 26 2
True positive 9 1 8
False negative 0 0 0
False positive 1 1 0
Sensitivity, % 100 100 100
Specificity, % 97 96 100
Accuracy, % 97 96 100
Positive predictive value 90 50 100
Negative predictive value 100 100 100
Conclusion:  MSCT offers excellent accuracy for identifying ISR after LM stenting independent of stenting techniques. These findings suggest 
clinical utility of MSCT as an alternative to CCA for follow up of patients undergoing LM stenting.
